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Most parser generators are programs that take a context-free grammar specification for a
language and generate a parser for that language. Usually, the parsers generated by these
parser generators are based on some variations of LL(k) or LR(k) parsing algorithms. The parser
generators discussed in this paper creates parsers based on Earlcy's Algorithm. This parser
generator creates parsers from any arbitrary context-free grammar specifications; even from
ambiguous, cyclic, and unbounded look ahead grammar. These parsers are more powerful than
LL(k) and LR(k) parsers and enable the user to create many new applications.
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Complete Abstract:
Most parser generators are programs that take a context-free grammar specification for a language and
generate a parser for that language. Usually, the parsers generated by these parser generators are based
on some variations of LL(k) or LR(k) parsing algorithms. The parser generators discussed in this paper
creates parsers based on Earlcy's Algorithm. This parser generator creates parsers from any arbitrary
context-free grammar specifications; even from ambiguous, cyclic, and unbounded look ahead grammar.
These parsers are more powerful than LL(k) and LR(k) parsers and enable the user to create many new
applications.

